
Good Morning LMS Families,

Last night the Board of Education approved implementing the  new recommended routine
strategies for covid 19 prevention. These new strategies make wearing masks optional and
decrease mitigation measures related to spacing, and cohorting.

Given these changes, effective Tuesday March 1st,  LMS will start using the cafeteria for all
lunch meals and we will distribute lockers to all students.
Breakfast will continue to be distributed in homerooms, because we have so many students
getting breakfast, they would not all fit in the cafeteria.

I've spoken to our food services director and was informed that the switch to cafeteria meals
(versus the bag lunches) will evolve over the month of March. The plan is to get back to the
pre-pandemic operations whereby there will be multiple choices and individual ala carte items
available for students.

Students will report to the cafeteria for lunch, cue in line and then choose whatever option they
would like for lunch. All meals are still free, so there will be no checkout at the registers.

During nice weather students may be allowed to eat outside of the cafeteria using the picnic
tables.

Lockers will be distributed by the grade level teams. Locker usage will be discussed with
students by the grade level teams.
If any parents want to come in and help their student decorate a locker, you are welcome to
come in after students depart at 2:16.

We understand masking is a personal choice for both students and staff. We will ensure
everyone feels comfortable and accepted for whatever option they choose.

We will continue to use the multiple entrances/exits for arrival and dismissals. This practice is
much less congested than utilizing just the main doors, so it is a practice we will maintain
permanently.

We appreciate all your help, vigilance and support throughout the pandemic. We continue to
evolve and experience “new normals” that should make the entire school experience better!

--

Robert M. Laskarzewski

Principal

Lebanon Middle School

860-642-4702


